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Stars & Lasers!! 

Captains Log K’T’Raga 

A five part mini campaign 

What follows is a mini campaign where five scenario's are linked and which allow you to play the  
battles of a lone Battlecruiser and its crew attempting to foil a spy ring and bring down a group 
of deadly pirates, these battles end with a big fleet battle between the United Earth Federation 
and one of its colonies. 
 
These scenarios were originally written by Vic Dobson and he has kindly given his permission for 
me to convert them over to Stars & Lasers.  
 
You can play as either a proud warrior as he and his crew of the Battlecruiser K’T’Raga try to foil 
a spy ring that is working with a group of pirates or you can play as the pirates and try and win 
against this formidable foe, but of course you could just play these as one off scenarios if you 
wish. 
 
These scenarios have been rewritten for Stars & Lasers rule system but as always I am sure that 
they would work with only a little adjustment in your preferred system.  
 
I hope that I have done the original scenarios justice, and I hope that they still retain enough of 
the original scenarios feel.  
 
As always I hope you have fun playing your games of Stars & Lasers.  
 

Mac 
 
 
 
 
 
You can see news and updates for Stars & Lasers at www.littlewargamingworlds.com there is  
also a section where you will find all the FAQ’s  
You can contact me at starsandlasers@hotmail.com with any questions you may have or any 
feed back. 
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Eye Spy With My Little Eye… 
 
Espionage is a very dangerous game to play, especially when the people you are spying upon are 
the Igstrevea Colonies! 
Degriemmed Dank was an Orlion spy from the Draven ’Trading’ Cartel who has spent the last five 
years masquerading as an attaché to the Orlion trade delegate on the Igstrevean world Tzaren 
VI whilst passing merchant shipping information back to his pirate masters. 
Fearing that the Igstrevea Intelligence was hot on his heals and were about to arrest him, he  
escaped on a shuttle to one of the surrounding moon bases and has arranged for all his trade 
information to be retrieved by one of the Draven Cartels pirate marauders a converted light 
freighter the ’Lucky Six’  
Unlucky for Degriemmed Dank the Igstrevean Intelligence was aware of his intentions and has 
sent in the Battlecruiser K’T’Raga under the command of Captain Varg Oscerai to stop the ‘Lucky 
Six’ before they could get away with this information... 
 
Ships 
 
Draven Cartel:- 
Converted Light Freighter ‘Lucky Six’ with extra armour upgrade (3) 
 
Igstrevea Colonies:- 
Battlecruiser K’T’Raga with Rail Gun turret upgrade ( see special rules ) 
 
Starting Speed / Set-up 
K’T’Raga comes in at ‘A’ and at full speed 
‘Lucky Six’ starts at point ‘B’ which is 10” away from the moon ( see special rules for its speed ) 
 
Table size should be 6'x4' with a small moon in the centre, the Igstrevean base is on this moon.  
Also this sector has four small clusters of asteroids. 
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Special Scenario Rules 
 
The K’T’raga was in the middle of a refit in one of the Igstrevean maintenance yards when it  
received its orders to intercept the ‘Lucky six’ so it only has about half of its armaments available 
for this mission which means it loses 2 lasers from each fire arc. 
 
The ‘Lucky Six’ can start at any speed the controller wishes. 
 
The ‘Lucky Six’ has to move to within 6” of the moon and must stay within 6” until the upload is 
complete ( if ’Lucky Six’ goes out of 6” range then the upload fails automatically this turn ) 
 
The ‘Lucky Six’ must get a lock onto Degriemmed Dank’s data port while travelling in orbit of the 
moon. 
 
The upload is achieved by rolling a 10+ on a D20 but this roll is minus the current speed of the 
‘Lucky Six’ so the faster it is travelling the harder it will be for the computers to get a lock on the 
data port. 
 
The first time this roll is passed the ‘Lucky Six’ will have got half of the data, it will need to pass 
this roll twice to get all of the spies information. 
 
This roll can only be made when the ‘Lucky Six’ is activated and only once per turn. 
 
Once this information has been uploaded the ‘Lucky Six’ must attempt to leave the area as 
quickly as possible. 
 
 
Winning 
 
If the ‘Lucky Six’ manages to get off the table with only half of the data then it gets a minor  
Victory. 
If the ‘Lucky Six’ manages to get off the table with all the data then it gets a major victory. 
 
If the K’T’Raga destroys the ‘Lucky Six’ then it wins.   
 
Game End 
 
The game ends when either the ‘Lucky Six’ manages to get off the table or it is destroyed. 
 
Tactics 
 
‘Lucky Six’ 
Although the K’T’Raga has only half of its weapons for the battle it still out guns your freighter so 
get as much of the data as you can and get away as quick as possible, you should be able to out 
run the Battlecruiser so don’t stay and fight!! 
 
K’T’Raga 
Even though you don’t have your full load of weapons you still out class the little freighter, hit it 
with everything you can and destroy the pirate before it gets a chance to use its speed to  
escape. 
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Double Trouble 
 
Seven days after the encounter with the ‘Lucky Six’ captain Varg and the K’T’Raga were acting as 
escort to a small convoy of automated merchant ships carrying a priority cargo set to travel 
through a sector known to be a haunt of several pirate ships. 
Two pirate captains ( Laslar Baylor and Orial Brex of the Draven Cartel ) planned to co-operate in 
raiding the convoy. 
They also intended to take the chance to get even with the K’T’Raga.  
However not everything went to plan and instead of both captains arriving and attacking at the 
same time, Laslar Baylor’s ’Gold Strike’ reached the convoy ahead of Orial Brex’s ‘Back Biter’… 
 
Ships 
 
Draven Cartel:- 
Two Converted Heavy Freighters ( the ’Gold Strike and the ’Back Biter’ ) both have extra armour 
upgardes (3) and both have double laser turrets fitted. 
 
Igstrevea Colonies:- 
Battlecruiser K’T’Raga with Rail Gun turret upgrade fitted 
 
Starting Speed / Set-up 
The four automated merchant ships start at point ‘A’ which is 20” in from one end of the table. 
The K’T’Raga starts within 3” of any one merchant ship at speed 4 
 
‘Gold Strike’ starts anywhere within 12” of point ‘B’ and at full speed. 
‘Back Biter’ will use special rules for its set-up. 
 
Table size should be 6'x4' with three or four small clusters of asteroids randomly positioned on 
the table. 
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Special Scenario Rules 
 
The pirates plan was that they attack with both of their ships at the same time but things went 
slightly wrong for Orial Brex’s ‘Back Biter’ it was delayed by an engine fault and so will not arrive 
until the beginning of turn 4, it will enter the table at position ‘C’ and at full speed. 
 
The automated merchant ships have a top speed of 4” and are controlled by the computers 
onboard the K’T’Raga, if the K’T’Raga is destroyed then the merchant ships stop. 
 
When a merchant ship takes half damage its speed is reduced down to 3” and when a merchant 
ship loses its last point of damage it just stops where it is, it is not destroyed. 
 
If a merchant ship is destroyed by a roll on the critical hit table then it is destroyed as normal. 
 
Winning 
 
Victory is based upon how many merchant ships the K’T’Raga can get off the far end of the  
table. 
If the K’T’Raga exits more merchant ships off the table than are destroyed or left immobile  
behind, the K’T’Raga wins. 
If the K’T’Raga manages to get two merchants off the table then it gets a draw. 
Anything else is a pirate victory. 
 
Game End 
 
The game ends when the last merchant ship leaves the table or is stopped. 
 
Tactics 
 
K’T’Raga 
The Battlecruiser completely out-guns any one of the pirate ships but may have a problem if they 
attack at the same time! So avoid fighting both simultaneously if you can, and remember to keep 
the merchant ships moving and try not to leave any behind. 
 
However it might be better to abandon one than risk losing two or three. 
 
Try to keep the pirates away from the convoy as this will help reduce the amount of damage 
they can do to the merchants. 
 
‘Gold Strike and ‘Back Biter’ 
The two Converted Heavy Freighters together could cause the Battlecruiser some real problems 
so join forces as soon as you can, the ‘Gold Strike’ will have to stay in one piece until the ‘Back 
Biter’ arrives.  
 
A lot rests on the ‘Gold Strike’ in this battle, it needs to try and slow the freighters down to give 
the ‘Back Biter’ a chance to catch up and join the fight. 
 
Try to damage the merchant ships to slow them down or better still stop three of them that way 
the K’T’Raga cannot win! 
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Pest Control 
 
As was inevitable, increased pirate activity brought about an increased Igstrevean response. 
Concluding that the Orlion pirates were only able to operate successfully with the support of a 
secret repair base, Igstrevean Intelligence kidnapped and interrogated another of the Orlion 
Trade Delegation on Tzaren VI. 
This interrogation led to a whole string of hidden Orlion agents spread throughout the Igstrevean 
Colonies. 
When the leader of the pirate spy ring was captured and interrogated the location of the hidden 
base was uncovered. 
Captain Varg Oscerai and his Battlecruiser K’T’Raga were immediately dispatched with orders to 
eradicate this nest of pests. 
 
Ships 
 
Draven Cartel:- 
See Scenario Special rules 
 
Igstrevea Colonies:- 
Battlecruiser K’T’Raga with Rail Gun turret upgrade fitted 
 
Starting Speed / Set-up 
The K’T’Raga starts in the centre of one random table edge at full speed. 
For the Draven Cartel ships see Scenario Special Rules. 
 
Table size should be 6'x4' with three small moons arranged along the centre of the table 10” 
apart. 
Randomly scatter 15 asteroids around the table ( or as many as you have available ) no asteroid 
can be closer than 6” to any moon. 
 
The pirate player can now place 10 explosive mines and 10 dummy mines anywhere on the  
table. 
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Special Scenario Rules 
 
Starting on turn 2 roll 1D20 and compare the result below - 
1-5  A Pirate Civilian Liner arrives 
6-8  A Pirate Light Freighter arrives 
9+  no ships arrive 
 
When a pirate ship arrives randomize its starting edge, the ship starts in the centre of that edge 
and at full speed. 
 
No more than six pirate ships can enter the battle this way. 
 
The Orlion base is hidden on one of the moons and is both well camouflaged and powered down 
to prevent its detection. 
 
A sensor lock-on is required to detect the base, the K’T’Raga must get within 6” of a moon to 
scan it, roll a D20 on a 1-6 the lock is established. 
 
If the base is not found then the K’T’Raga must move to another moon before scanning again, 
repeat this procedure until the base is found ( the moons can be scanned more than once to find 
the base ) 
 
Once the base has been found it can be shot at using the centre of the moon as the target point, 
it gains extra armour as it is built into the moon, the K’T’Raga can use any of its weapons to  
attack the station including its missiles, again using the centre of the moon at the target point. 
 
Winning 
 
The K’T’Raga wins if it destroys the pirates repair base. 
The Pirates win if they destroy the K’T’Raga before it destroys the base. 
 
Game End 
 
When either the K’T’raga is destroyed or the pirate base is destroyed. 
 
Tactics 
 
K’T’Raga 
You need to find that base as quickly as you can, nothing else matters, then destroy it!!! 
 
Use the moons and the asteroids to avoid the attacks from the pirate ships if and when they  
arrive and also beware of the mines!! 
 
Orlion Pirates 
Pray!! And hope that your ships arrive quickly, when they do hit the K’T’Raga with everything 
they have. 
 
Be sure to place your mines wisely… 
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For The Glory Of The Igstrevea Colonies 
 
Following on from the assault on the Orlion Pirate base Captain Varg Oscerai found himself in 
favour with the controlling Igstrevean family so he and his ship the K’T’Raga were transferred to 
the border patrol in the ‘Albeorn’ sector. 
The K’T’Raga commenced months of patrol duties, and after five boring repetitive months the 
K’T’Raga finally encountered its opposite number, the UEF Dallanus a Federation Battlecruiser. 
When the UEF Dallanus warned off the K’T’Raga, Captain Varg chose to attack for the glory of  
Igstrevea ruling family.  
 
 
Ships 
 
United Earth Federation:- 
Battlecruiser UEF Dallanus ( an Epsilon Class Battlecruiser ) with Rail Gun turret upgrade fitted. 
 
Igstrevea Colonies:- 
Battlecruiser K’T’Raga with Rail Gun turret upgrade fitted 
 
Starting Speed / Set-up 
The K’T’Raga starts at point ’A’ at full speed. 
The UEF Dallanus starts at point ’B’ at full speed.  
 
Table size should be 6'x4' with 10 randomly scattered asteroids on the table ( or as many as you 
have available ) no asteroid can be closer than 6” to any other asteroid. 
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Special Scenario Rules 
 
None. 
 
Winning 
 
Destroy or disable the other ship to win. 
 
Game End 
 
The game ends when one ship is either destroyed or disabled. 
 
Tactics 
 
K’T’Raga 
The K’T’Raga is a standard design Battlecruiser so has good all round capabilities, but the UEF 
Dallanus is an Epsilon Class Battlecruiser so keep out of her broadsides try and keep to her front 
or her rear as she has less weapons there. 
You will also be able to hit with more missiles than the UEF Dallas can so make them count. 
 
 
UEF Dallanus 
The UEF Dallanus is Battlecruiser based on the Epsilon class design so has a bigger weapons load 
out on her sides, so always try to bring these to bear on the K’T’Raga. 
Try and get into good positions for your rail gun to hurt the K’T’Raga and try and use your lighter 
missile spread wisely. 

 

 

Notes:  
The Epsilon class Battlecruiser can be found in the “Colonies” supplement, but if you do not have 
that supplement then the difference between the two Battlecruisers is that the Epsilon class has 
the majority of its weapons split between its sides, this includes it’s hardpoints. 
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Fleet Action!! 
 
Battleships are one of the largest and most important vessels in the fleets of the United Earth  
Federation, and in its colonies. 
 
Huge war machines bristling with weapons and protected by heavy shields and reinforced 
super-structures, battleships are very valuable and expensive to maintain / operate. 
 
Their intended use is as flagships for commanding large fleets of ships and in the event of a war, it 
will be the battleships that will normally lead those fleets into battle, so after the incident with the 
UEF Dallanus and the K’T’Raga the United Earth Federation decided that they should send in a 
fleet to deal with the Igstrevea Colonies. 
 
But once seeing the UEF fleet approaching the ruling family on the Igstrevea Colonies ordered 
their own fleet to intercept and destroy the invading Earth fleet, because to the Igstrevean’s this 
was an act of War… 
 
Ships 
 
Both fleets have 1 x Battleship ( see special rules ) 
Plus three starting ships  -  1 x Heavy Cruiser and 2 x Light Cruisers. 
Both fleets also get 900 points on the rest of their fleet and any upgrades. 
 
Neither fleet can buy any ship bigger than a Heavy Cruiser. 
 
United Earth Federation:- 
Can not have any Gun Boats or off board fighters. 
 
Igstrevea Colonies:- 
No extra restrictions. 
 
Starting Speed / Set-up 
All ships start at full speed using the normal meeting engagement set-up. 
 
Table size should be 6'x4' and you can have a few asteroids scattered around if you wish. 
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Special Scenario Rules 
 
None. 
 
Winning 
 
Destroy the enemy Battleship or their three starting ships, either will cause the fleet to withdraw 
from the battle. 
 
Game End 
 
The game ends when either a Battleship is destroyed or one sides three starting ships are 
destroyed. 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes: on these scenarios: 
All the pirate ships in this campaign can be found in the “Pirates in Space” supplement, but if 
you do not have that supplement then basically all pirates in Stars & Lasers use converted  
civilian ships or converted freighters with only limited weapons on board, they are not big  
military ships, so if you use normal military ships then you could give them one or two weapons 
in each fire arc. 
 
The mines used in Stars & Lasers can be found in the “Even More Lasers” supplement, but if 
you do not have that supplement then the two types of mines work like this - 
 
If the K’T’Raga moves to within 3” of an exploding mine then the mine detonates doing D3  
damage ignoring shields. 
 
If the K’T’Raga moves to within 3” of a dummy mine then nothing happens! 
 
A ships PDS can be used to target and destroy a mine or the ship could use its main weapons 
but it would be firing at a very small target so would receive a penalty for shooting, in Stars & 
Lasers this penalty is +5. 
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Data sheets for the Orlion repair station and the four automated merchant ships, print these out 
and either laminate them or put them into card sleeves. 


